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Permit No. 1275 
Third Class 
·(Hauck donates gift l F,.~~!!!!!0~01!~~~~~~ .. to /~!~ten load 
A $100,000 gift from Frederick A. where he is a presidential board and AMY BLY Proposed projects by faculty When asked if he could think 0 (. 
Hauck to the Xavier U nive~ity Ses- · member. As a benefactor to Rollins New• ll•portera · members must be approved first by a any other solutions to the probiem, 
quicentennial campaign was an- College, also in Florida, the school. Faculty development is a matter department and then by the Faculty Bonvillain proposed that the ques-
nounced by Rev. R. W. MulJigan, · has named a classroom building and of concern at Xavier according to the Development Committee. tion should be placed in the hands of 
S.J., President. The gift will be used language center after him. North Cen~ral evaluation report. Addres.11ing themselves to the thedepartmentheadsratherthanthe 
to endow summer programs in An<>ctogenarian,Hauckisstillac- The report states, "The.visitors feel questions of work overload and faculty development co~mittee 
physi~s for gifted students. tive as a research metallurgist work- that. the matter of (work) load · 1eaves of absence in thi: form of'.sab- because a committee chairman 
Hauck has been a generous ingonagas-fueledandpistonengine warrants attention." · baticals, John Costello, .s.J., ad- .. would be much more likely to fight· 
benefactor to Xavier University and that uses fissiona.ble gas (rather than The evaluation team came across ministrative assistant for academic for its people and also better able to 
the City of Cincinnati. At Xavier . solid uranium fuel) which will power too· many . instances of faculty affairs, and four faculty members ex- understand the importance of their 
University he has provided research small electric plants, trains, 1,1nd members teaching the normal load pressed their views. projects. 
scholarships for physics under- small ships, and will produce. new of four semester~ courses in the John Costello said he views the Dr. Ernest Fontana, chairman of 
graduates since 1962.' He has also fuel. Hauck is also active as the presi- summer. A burden is placed on those concept of faculty sabbaticals as an the English department, said lie 
made possible,-for several summers, dent of Hauck Expforation Com- teaching time-consuming lab academic investment. "The whole blames the heavier work load on the · 
a program in experimental physics pany, and chairman of the Continen- courses, and cpmmittee assignments . issue of faculty sabbaticals should be fact that the professors cover mote 
for talented high.school students. tat Mineral Company of Mexico. require much time and energy. ·clarified as to what it is, what it can areas and are.not as specialized. He 
"I have been impressed with the Awards in recognition of his . Advising Xavier to re-invigorate be, and how bestto implement it," he added that a sabbatical program 
high quality of the physies graduates thoughtful, philanthropic secVice members of the faculty ;the evalua- . stated. "It has to be seen· as would be q11ite popular among facul-
Xavier has produced, many of whom continue to co.me to Hauck. During tion team suggests, "What is in order so~ething worth doing that will be ty members, especially to those who 
are in ·positions · of leadership the past· 12 months Hauck ·has is the beginning of a modest system enriching-not just as a rest." have come there in the last 20 years;· 
throughoutthe country today. The received 'the Xavier University of leaves." ·Since some departments have a According to Fontana, these 
faculty's devotion to the education" Founder's Day Award; the Man-of- Xavier's faculty development work load that is unfairly heavy, professors feel that they have a con-
of the individual student has created ·the~ Year . Award from the . Boston, program currently allows. teachers a Costello said he sees faculty develop- tribution to make in their respective 
a stimulating learning environment. Mass., Jaycees for helping them reduction of up to nine hours in ment ·as a priority. The administra- fields, and the· course load prevents 
which richly deserves to be sup- providetheircitywithresearchand·a. teaching .within an academic year. tion is, he said, trying to earmark this crucial development. 
ported and fostered. This gift is in- sculpture of Uncle ·Sam; and the They are also sponsoring two com- funds that will be set aside to finance Fontana also said that the ad-
tended to help assure· the continua-· CHIEF (Champion. of Higher In~ petitions per year. to encourage these sabbaticals, and seem suppor- · ministration has a responsibility to 
tjon of 'this successful program;" dependent Education - in. Florida) meaningful development projects. tive and ·encouraging to members of think about changing its policy. In 
Hauck· said. · · award from the Association of In- The basic aim of the program is the faculty who wish to expand their fact, he stated, "the productivity of 
. His inten:st in college students·ex- dependent Colleges and · Uni- the personal development of the scholarly horiz.ons. the Xavier faculty should be 
tends to the University of Florida versit.i~~.of Florida. faculty member. as a scientist or Dr. Richard H. · Bonvillain, answered by commensurate produc-. • · · "' . 1 • b · d d ·associate professor of philosophy, tivity by the Xavier administration." 
Aca,.d·em1_c. ~;~ynse 1ng ·~<>:. . e ~~x.paJJ. ·" . ~~~~:::b~~i~~~~~:~~~~~~: 1:1~ ~~ob~:~i~!nt:!~sa~~ehe ~~~~~~~ 
·.··.. By KAREN;KRA'.FT .. ·· · · "fiil11ng.-·oiHhe"deans'convinced'·ui• chistoty, has· been working in this he·.agreed that the average course semester sabbatical rather than a · . ~-~·'!., ' ·· ·.. .that this. program was needed at . capaCity for several years. Assisting load is ·indeed too heavy, and·that year-long break. - ... 
Do you belong t~ that sele(/t group Xavier," Angilella said. . ~im now are Joseph Wessling, · time:.Off is not readily available for Responding as a .member of the 
of students who are unsure of their · Accord,ing to Angilella, the pur-. associate professor of English, who· everyone. According to B'Jnvillain, theology department, Dr. Paul Knit: 
direction in life? Are you a person pose of the new program is two-fold. will work with liberal. arts majors; sabbaticals are definitely important, ter, associate professor of theology, 
with a !lpecial academic proble·m or "First · of all, the counselors are. Dr. Neil Kumpf,associate professor because "a professor is not able t~ re- spoke for his position in saying, 
need? If so, or even if you're not, you responsible for . working . with of marketing, who wilr work with main intellectually alive without be- "It's just that we're working too 
· might be interested in knowing that , students who have been.conditional- business students; · and Jerome · ing able to study new things-and ·much. It's not that I can't ha·ndle it 
Xa'(_ier is continuing. its efforts to . ly accepted into the urtjversity. Each Academic to page 4 · that isn't·possible under the present physically or psychologically but it 
meet ~~udent nee,ds .by establishing counselor has :.been assigned a . · - . · . . · . Faculty'to page 8 
an e"lpapded academic coun~eling :specific number \of freshmqn who !'..· IB' ,. ack-e aw ..-8 ..,!, ~,! •. ed .. : ·h.· 0: 00 .. : rary ·.d, e. gi 'r· e.ei .; ,b· .Y· x\: u .. · program. . . .i : · . ·· l I :can ;c;~m~ . to the~ ~~enevt~ .they a: U Rev. Joseph Ang1.lella, S.J ., dean have a ptoblem. In addition, students 
of the College of Arts and Si:iences, who have not yet declared a major, 
attributed the inception of the want to change their major, or are 
program to various unive~sity con- having special academiC problems 
ferences which have been held .in the . can go to these people for help." 
past. "The input from· both faculty Four counselors have been set up 
members and students at these con- to work with the program. Rev. Lee 
ferences, plus the amount of work · Bennish, associate professor of 
·Fo·od· Week ~inders hunger· 
. By GLENN FELTZ goods for needy families in the Cin-
.- ·Aa10C18te1 Ed11or ·cinnati area. The ·~canned . go9ds 
. Once again, students will be given 'collected on campus will be dis- . 
the challee to reach out to those peo- · tributed to the families by the Free 
pie Jess fortunate than themselves. Store, a Cincinnati organization 
From Nov. 14 to Nov. 17, all Xavier which as~ists financially deficient in-
siudents ·and faculty. will be able to dividuals; iri the form ofThanksgiv-
partidpate in Food Week '78. The ing baskets. · 
event will. be. sponsored by Campus . Efforts to collect the commodities · 
Ministry (through· the Pied Piper will fe.ature a contest and dance. The 
staff) in conjunction with Student contest will be held during \he above_ 
·oovernme.nt, Afro American Socie- dates and more details will be given 
ty Association and the St. Vincent next week on rules 'and prizes. The 
DePaul Society. . .. dance will take place oil Nov. I.Un 
One of the gQals of Food Week. thegrill.Admissionwillbe$l.OOor1,1 
this year will _be to collect canned .. canned good. . . 
By BILL LaFAYETTE 
New1 llepoit•r 
"I really hated this university" 
quipped John Backe, President of 
CBS Inc., thinking back on the days 
when he attended Xavier University 
to attain an MBA degree in 1961. 
Backe returned to Xavier's campus 
last Thursday to receive an honorary 
Doctorate of Laws degree. 
Included in Thursday's. convoca- . 
tion in the theatre were speeches by 
Backe, Dr. James King, general ·· 
chiarman of WVXU, Robert Gor-
don, vice-president of WCPO-TV, 
and Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones, dean 
of. the College of Business Ad-
ministration, who presented Backe 
to the Rev. Robert Mulligan, S.J., 
President, for the conferral· of the 
degree. 
King delivered a short· history of 
·the field of broadcasting, followed 
by a summary· of Backe's many 
achievements throughout his 
. successful career. Speaking next was 
N9w• pllolo br Mlk• ••11• 
Mu1kle1 Seen Mildden end am· Holohen caught eriJoylng the· 1ndlan Summer sun. after rugby game.· . . ' ' .. - . . 
John Backe, President.of CBS, Inc. 
Gordon, who· ·echoed and 
strengthened what King had said, 
and added several examples of how 
· the field of broadcasting and Backe's 
accomplishments have largely 
"changed society and changed our 
'lives." Following Gordon's speech, 
Hailstones presented Backe to Mul-
-ligan, who conferred to Backe an 
honorary Doctorate of Laws degree 
while Jack . Niehaus, master - of 
ceremonies, placed the honorary 
hood·around Backe's shoulders. 
Backe,.· wearing .the traditional 
. black cap and gown, began "his' . 
speech b)L remembering graduation 
in 1961 when· he had "planned a 
business trip so .I wouldn't have to 
get foto one of ttiese monkey suits," 
·and' then directed to Mulligan, "You 
finally got me." · 
Backe recalled beginning his 
·graduate study here at Xavier ·by 
thinking, "Oh boy!·Lots of lectures 
and studying - another big deal." 
But then he discovered that 
everything atXa,vier was "not purely 
academic." Backe said he learned 
that most of the experiences he was 
gaining applied to "the many 
situations I was coming up with .. .I 
have and have had the right ap-
proach to keeping this kind of educa-
tion bright and regal... lt(education) 
expands your frame of reference ... 
The ceremony was pleasantly rou-
nded out by the color guard provid-
ed by ROTC and the Xavier Unt: 
versity Singers who performed The 
National Anthem, the Alma Mater. 
and Randall Thompson's "The Last 
Words of David," under the direc-
tion of Constantine Soriano. The 
convocation w.as followed by a 
luncheon and reception for Backe, 
·several Xavier administrators and 
guests. 
Before joining CBS in March of 
1973, Backe, a native of Akron, 
Ohio, worked for the General Elec-
tric Company, Silver Burdett Com-
pany and the General Learning Cor-
poration, and served three years in 
the U.S. Air Force asa bomberpilot'i 
he is a director of the Business 
· Mark~ting Corporation, a trustee of 
the Museum of Broadcasting and a 
member of the Campaign Cabinet of 
the Goals for Enrichment program, 
the New York State Alliance to Save 
Energy, and the Business Committee 
for the Arts. He also served as a 
special delegate to the UNESCO 
Conference · on Publishing for 
Arabic-speaking Countries. 
However, John Backe said Thursday 
that despite these monumental ac-
. complishments, his "graduate and 
undergraduate years contained some 
of the best experiences of my life." 
. ' ! ~ l.) 
By BERT J. DAHM 
Gr•lftll Edllor 
Alas, there seems to be some confusion ·regarding the purpose of 
"Kampus Knowledge." The questions are asked in order that the 
members of the XU community might increase their knowledge of 
Xavier University ......:.. its campus and its people. 
The winner of last week's question was Joseph Snyder. The first 
president of St. Xavier _College was Father John A. Elet. He succeeded 
Bishop John Purcell and the name of the institution was changed from 
The Athenaeum to St. Xavier College. Joe, you may pick up your two 
movie tickets this week at the· News office. 
This week's question: ·what two faculty members are on national 
panels of labor-mariagement arbitration? If you kno_w the answer, 
please send it along with your name and phone number to".Graffiti" in 
care of the News. Deadline is this Sunday evening. . · 
••••• 
A tip of the hat to Mark Cardosi and the Student Governm~nt for 
doing such a fine job with the Xavier Student Directory. It is the best 1 . 
have seen since I've been here at XU. · 
• • • • • 
Plans for Food Week 1978 are now on their way~ This year's 
program, which runs from Tuesday, Nov. 14 through Friday, Nov. 17 
is sponsored by the Pied Piper and the Food Week Committee. 
Devoted to the awareness ·or hunger and starvation, the week's 
schedule will include a canned goods drive, speakers, filmstrips, ex-
hibits, games and panel discussions on topics ranging from nuclear 
arms and its relation to starvation to how to properly balance your 
eating habits. Anyone interested in working on. Food Week would be 
greatly welcomed. For more information, contact Mike James (3365) 
or Susie Kramer (3961). 
• • • • • 
Edgecliff College is presenting "Coffeehouse I" Nov. 10 from 8 p. m. 
to 1 a.m. The Coffeehouse will be in Harrison Hall on the corner of 
Victory Parkway and McMillan. Admission of $1.00 includes live 
entertainment and refreshments. If you are interested in performing at 
the Coffeehouse· please send your name, telephone number, address 
and type of entertainment to: Edgecliff College c/ o Deborah Elliott, 
Box 59, 2220 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45206. This informa-
tion must be received by tomorrow! 
• • • • • 
The guest speaker at this Friday's evening's Sabbath service at the 
Wise Center will be Mr. C. Brooks Peters. Because of his unique 
background, Mr. Peters is a sought after speaker at conferences on the 
Holocaust. He is currently a member of the planning committee for the 
Simon Wiesenthal Center' for Holocaust'Studies at Yeshiva Univer-
sity in Los Angeles. The-t·M. Wise Center is located at 8329 Ridge Rd. 
The service will begin at 8:15 p.m . 
••••• 
On Sunday evenings, from 8:30 to 11 :00 p.m., there are four folk 
music acts at the Leo Coffee House, located at the University "Y," 270 
Calhoun Street; near the UC campus. Admission is only SO cents, and 
includes free tea aitd coffee. This Sunday's featured act is Fred Steffen. 
For more information, contact Dave Alexander at 831-2242.· 
• • • • • 
If ybu or your or8anizaticid here on c~mpus have~any infotmation: 
that you would like included in paffiti, please drop a riote in the Xavier 
News Office behind the Information Desk in the University Center or 
call Bert J. Dahm at 745-3477. · 
Campus A~tlvlt_!es 
Thursday, Nov. 2 Women's Swimming, XU vs: Wittenberg, 
Friday, Nov. 3 
Saturday, Nov. 4 
Sunday, Nov. 5 
Monday, Nov. 6 
Tuesday, Nov. 7 
Wednesday, Nov. 8 
.4:30-.p.m. O'Connor Sports Complex 
Pre-Law Meeting, Terrace, University· 
Center, 12:30 p.m. . 
Self Assessment, Regis Rm., I p.m. 
Film - "Straight ·Time," Theatre, 1:30 and 
8:00 p.m. 
Xavier University Faculty Inter-
departmental Interdisciplinary 
Epistemology Discussion Group, Faculty 
Conference Rm., Hinkle Hall, I :30-3:30 · 
p.m. 
Psi Chi Society, Hearth Rm., University, 
Center, 8 p.m. 
Women's Volleyball, Sinclair at XU, 
Stadium, I p.m. 
Rugby, Dayton at XU, Stadium, I p.m. 
Soccer Game, University of Illinois at XU, 
Stadium, 7 p.m. 
Concert, Greg Russell, Cafeteria, 8 p.m. 
Lithuanian Society, Faculty Guest Rm., 
University Center, 11 a.m. 
Delta Sigma Pi, OKI Rm., 7 p.m. 
Community Orchestra Open Rehearsal, 
Theatre; 7 p.m. 
Senate Meeting, Terrace Rm., 2 p.m; 
Career Opportunities, Regis Rm., I p.m. 
Sailing Club Meeting, Fordham Rm., 7 p.m. 
Christian Support Group, Piper, 8 p.m. 
Marketing Club, Terrace Rm., 8 p:m. 
Liturgy, Pied Piper, 10 p.m. 
NctWS 
The 'JiaVier News Is the Orllclal student 
newspaper ol Xavier University. The articles, 
pictures and format are the responsibility ol 
the editors and do not represent the views ol 
the administration, lacully 8nd student body 
ol Xavier unless . ·1peclllcally •lated. All 
.dllorlals reflect the oplnlo·n olthe majority ot 
che Editorial Board and do not necessarily 
represent the opinion ol the student body, 
faculty or administration of Xavier University. 
The News Is publlshed weekly during the 
school year except during vacation and 
~•amlnatlon periods by Xavier University, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. Subscriptions are 
$5.00 per year. The News, a non-prollt 
organization, ls Issued a third class bulk rate 
permit no. 1275. · 
Patton named to post· 
By RICHARD PALENCHAR 
N.W1ll.,arter 
Dr. John· i>. "Patton has been ap-
pointed administrative assistant of 
the College of Business Administm-· 
. tfon. Patton is the first to occupy this _ 
position which was created to_ 
counsel and assist in the .Master of 
Business Administration program. 
As administrative assistant, Patton's 
primary responsibility is t.o aid the 
approximately 60 full-time MBA's 
in the university. 
Program expansion was a prime 
consideration in the creation ofhis 
new ·position. Patton said he was 
hired in· an effort to keep the · 
program from "mass producing 
graduates." 
has noticed that many of the same 
campus concerns of the early sixties 
are still around at Xavier today. But 
added that there is "much more 
emphasis on the purely academic as 
opposed to social and political ac! · 
tivism," on campus, and that 
.. students are much more practically 
oriented." . 
Besides his present work, Patton is 
looking forward to tea~hing some 
undergraduate American. Jtjstory 
courses next semester. Commenting· 
on immediate concerns, Patton said, 
"I want to learn my job, be as helpful 
as I can in the MBA office' and get a 
sense of where we're going in the 
program." . · . 
Patton's office is located in Alter 
Hall in the Academic Counseling 
section in room 1041. 
· Naw1photo11y P•tt lroWn. 
John P. · Patton, ha• been named· 
1dmlnl1trat1ve 1111118nt of the 
Collea• of Bulln"• Admlnlatrallon. 
· Patton received his under-
graduate degree at Xavier and ea~­
ed a Ph.D: in British History from 
Notre Dame in 1974. For the last 
four years, he has managed the 
Program of Education at the Cincin-
nati Historical Society, where he 
taught students ranging from fourth 
graders to adults local history. 
Candidates debate.;issu:es 
By.ROBERT J. WILKING· term for that district, face~' Tim 
New• Reporter Burke, who is seeking his first elec-
Two candidates with contrasting tion to public office. Gradison is a 
viewpoints are squaring bff in the republican, Burke a democrat. 
Besides enjoying his ad-
ministrative work, Patton said that 
he is glad to be b!lck at Xavier. He 
Nov. 7 election for. the Con- Although both candidates are 
gressional seat of Ohio's first district. necessarily .. basing their campaigns 
Incumbent Willis D. Gradison, on economic issues, their orien-
Jr., se~king his third cong:eres~~::al_ tatb°r~~ls:nso:i:~:! d~ffe~a~~·nced 
Now--in Cincinnati o,,, !J · federal budget is the essentiat e1e-
. PREPARE FOR: •I'. · ment needed to bring about a 
Mcl.T DIT LSIT ·GMIT . healthier economy. II • II • II • ii Says Gradison: "Congress must 
GRE •_._O.J:I. T_• IJT • SIJ . ·· balance·the budget, and the sooner _ ii 11 the better. I say this not only because 
..: NMB I, 11.-111 ·ECFM&·FLEV •.·VQE balancing the budget is so right, but n because prolonged · 1arge deficits are 
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS. 
· Flexible Programti 6 Hours 
'l'here IS• diffnencell! 
·. r . . 
For_lnformation Please CaU: fr§ ~.ff 
281-1818 . I MPUIN·· 
309 Ludlow Ave. . 1oucu10NaLcENt111 
. TH1' Plll"'AiltATtON · Cincinnati, ·Ohio 45220 sPec•Aus,ss•NCE 1931 
Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: BDD·223·i782 · 
C1nter1 In _M1lor US Cltlt1 Toronto, Puerto Rico Ind Lu11no,·Swltz_erl1nd' _ 
so wrong. Congress must reduce the 
rate of growth of government spen-
" ding to open opportunities for the 
private market to operate as it is 
capable of doing, to relieve the 
pressure for further inflation and tO 
create more .private-jobs." · 
In addition, Gradison says·· he 
wants to reduce the tax burden on in-
dividuals by leveling off the percen-
tage of personal income . the IRS 
takes annually-a concept . he in-
C1ndldll!•• to page s 
,--... lllm•1•01--~----lll-
I American 












Youth oriented company has part-
· time employm_ent. M··ust · t;>e able to 
work 1 O -hours w..eekly.· Earn $60.00· .. 
per week a'nd · also a $1,9.50.00 
scholarship fund for ~ach· student. 
Please-call: · ··· 
(.513) 6:83-2517 
Monday, · T·~e$day,: Thursday a·nd 
Friday, 4:30 p.m.~6-:30 p.m. 
Edllor-ln·Chltl . . . . • . . . . B1rllarl II. llFrtH . 
M1n .. 1ft9 ldllor •.... · M1191rtl J. COlllll!lr. , 
Ad vi.Or.-.••................ ; • John II. 0111· 
BullnaH M•na11er ........... .lohn loiwall 
A11CKl1l1 EdllOn .......... Glenn A; Ftlll, 
RolMrt J. HalVlllf, Don•ld P. T-• 
Conlrtbullng Editor ....•. Mlch.,11 Tocor1lc 
Coplf Editor ...... : ........ ;lulla A. Neron• 
Sport. Editor .............. : .. Tom Perrino 
Art• Ed_ltor ....... : •. · ......... Gr .. l•rlltr 
~~ ldll_or . :_ 111111• l!_fi!r, 11111! lcllrmclar 
. Clrculalton M•n•ger• .•.• lhlrltr 10..raion · : 
.DBI Kuach . • . 
Steff ...... llorca Andtnon, .lohn An..,in~ · 
J•-•m.rl1 11rrt1t, llnclr c1rro11; · .lohn ·. 
Chm.I, Mirr J- Clonnl, Dlvt Co11r0vt, . 
Kevin Corrlgin, lartD1hm,lalh Dllon, Dave 
,_.,, Tom Fahn1, Jan Gt1nur-1, 
. · · C!llnnlf Gllod1, Dllm• Garuenrl; J111at 
. Gruenwllct, Id .'H.11111; Jiil1t'. HlllMI. 
· HoWanfHaftdrlK,.9ill.Holohli11, KeNn.Krell, 
·. ·· 111·uF8ratta;,T1m MoGonaillt,·M.,, lalll 
.· M•lr·. Moltr. MIHtH,. Mlchalla. M•lftr,. Ken 
· Menldla•, · Id··· Munir, Mlllt. Munar, · 
. M-- Nt-n, CollNn O'Connor; M•rr 
Lou Otto, llBt Powal~ llnttr lchrotclt;, 
ClnclJ lollolowMI, M•rguarlla .lummere. 
Miii• Rtlllf, Jtny IUlllVln, Jim"-*· lob' 
Wllllng, lua Wiii .. ; Qrag Wlfoh, .... Zlnlt. 
..... ,,... 
Russell brings back his· magic music 
. • ·By GRE.G.B~RKER • .· Wife," "Atlan.ta Lady," and. others. along. The, magic happens for me 
· Artund En!e~""!enl Edit~ . . Russell sums it up. best himself, when an atmosphere is created 
Ore~ R~ssell lakes Xavier, and " .. .I like to think of myself as a song where the people are really with me 
the ... feeling :1S;rnutual. A~ter a bu~y writer ~ho has the ability to act\ially and responding to what is going on 
summer he ·Is bac~ agam to spm entertain people. I love to have my around them." See him this Satur-
some· of, the magic he does so audiences laugh with me or sing day.:. the magic will be there. 
naturally. Tickets for hisconcertthis · · 
Saturday are~<,mly $L50 pre-sale A ·1 · /l / • t l · ($2.00 at the door),,literally ari offer r . co e c l 0 n 0 re 0 cat e 
orie can't refuse. . 
Last. year's performance 
demonstrated · the . versatility. of 
R u·sselL Easy listening; MOR, 
golden oldies·.or whatever you like; 
Russell combines.all this into a pure-
ly entertliinirig e:Vening. · These in-
gredients all go into his debut album 
scheduled for release in December. 
Recorded live before audiences at 
Xavier and Sea Pines Plantation on 
Hilton Head Island, the album 
reflects the oepth and excitement 
Russell can bring across. 
By STEPHANIE KOVALCIK 
. """ Reporter · 
The Carriage. House Gallery 
located behind Marion Hall 
possesses paintings of European and 
area artists. Its counterpart, the 
Emery Room, houses many valuable 
figurines · estimated to be . worth 
$250,000. Plans are underway for the 
.union of these two collections in a 
. building adjacent to the library. 
The LP is entitied Stars, ap-
pr~priately named after the stars in 
the audience who make up such a 
vital part of .a Gregg Russell show. 
Children joiri him on stage to sing 
their favorite song or tell their latest 
joke. Xavier students sing along on 
oldies and fill in missing harmonies. 
.. William A. Rudd, director of t!te 
Gallery, is. enthusiastic about the 
change: "The move closer to the 
Mall should encourage students to 
visitthe gallery. We (the gallery com-
mittee) get very little student sup-
port. .. I ho~ to see that change." He 
sights the lack of knowledge concer-
ning the existence and location of the 
Carriage House as the major 
obstacle. Until the relocation of the 
collections . is accomplished the 
collections will remain separate and 
will he exhibited as such .. 
ago the committee has relied heavily 
upon donations from friends of the 
university. In fact, the limited budget 
for new acquisitions is only a recent 
development. Because the gallery 
has grown through contributions, 
the director has not been free to 
. develop the collections~ In such a 
situation Rudd has found it most 
beneficial to concentrate on the 
work of Cincinnati artists, but with 
his recent trip to New York he hopes 
to augment the existing collection 
with works of European artists. 
· Singer Gregg Ruuell wlll be miking• return vl11tio Xavier November4. Ru1Mll 
The music spans generations with 
tunes ranging from old "Love Potion 
#9" to his own "Please Come· to 
Boston," as well as newer Russell 
creations · liu<:h as "The Sin er's Since the gallery opened 16 years 
UPCOMING CON 
November 3 Aerosinith · Reserved tickets 
U. of Dayton Arena Golden Earring $6.50, $7.50 
November 3 
Taft Theatre 
Jean-Luc Ponty Reserved tickets 
Moody Blues 
Rudd is not as concerned with the lul1aunique1tyle lhat comblnH country, eHy ll1tenlng, and Rock-n-roll. 
fine exhibition of figurines .in the · -·-- -- - - ·· ··· -----···· - _ ... -----··~ · - · 
Emery Room, a board meeting room · 
on the second floor of the university 
center. Many of these are made of 
Dresden China, a delicate porcelain 
ware produced in Meissen, Ger- 1 
many. The earliest known Meissen 
figudnes date back to 1710, but our 
collection is generally from the late 
19th century. The most notable piece 
in the Emery R·6om is the Great Blue 
Heron which is appraised at more 
than $10,000. Unfortunately, until . 
· 1982 most of Xavier's faculty and 
student body will be unable to view 
these exquisite collectors' items. 
Although few people will see the 
figurines, anyone may view the pain-
tings in the Carriage House Gallery 
CASHIER-CHECKWRITERS 
Part time - Evenings - and Weekends 
Famous Gentry Shops 
Call Steve Elkus - 351-3220 




$7.75, $8.75, $9.75 free of charge. This Sunday, Nov. 5, Rare opportunity; Mens & Young Mens Clothing 
William Rudd and· the Fine Arts Salesperson - full or part time to work in the famous 
November H 
U.C. F:ieldhome 
Chicago_ General Admission 
59;25 in.advance 
$10.SO at thedoor 
c.ommittee will provide information. Gentry Shops. Experience preferred. Excellent salary & 
and refreshments for the opening of 
the gallery from 1:30 to 5 p.m. The commission arrangement. Phone Michael Elkus, Ted · 
November 11 
. .. c~~is.e.u,111 
gallery will be open every Sunday Solomon, or Dennis Schaeffer at 772-3000 - Gentry 
Black Sabbath General Admission thereafter till the first Sunday in · Tri Centre Gentry ·Swifton - contact· Charles Tabakow - ' 
May 8, exCluding holidays. Take a 351-3220 . 
~~========V~a~n~H~aj~~~~~··~~~·~~.:~~~;~~~~~~ts~~~~~~~i~n~~~.~~~~t~s~;==~~~~~~,.~maams.s_s_s_s_5_5.-~ ..~ ..~ .. &maamm~~~m~mad 
How would Einstein 
theorize about Cinci? 
Although the Cinci. formula is secre( certain factors in the 
equation are well knbwn: 
, 1. Cinci has a hearty, full-bodied flavor. 
2. It is smooth and e3sy going down. 
3. Its head commands respect. 
Our theory is that Einstein would have concluded: Its too good to 
gulp. Relatively speakin~, of course. 
. lmµorted from Canada_by Century Importers, Inc., New Yor~, NY 
.. Thu11d1v, November 2, 1971 
MAGIC 
. A TERRFVING LOVE S10R't' 
.IOsEPH E. LEVINE PRESENTS 
wac . 
ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN-MARGRET 
BURGESS MEREDITH ED LN.ITER 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER C.O. ERICKSON 
.MUSIC IV JERRVGOLDSMTH 
SCREENPLAY BV WLUAM GOLDMAN, 
. BASED uPoN HIS NOVEL 
PRoDlJCED BV JOSEPH E. LEVINE 
AND RICHARD P. LEVINE· 
DIRECTED 'f1i RICHARD ATIENBOROUGH 
PRINTS BV DE WXF TECHNICOlDR' lii1™J (iii\. 
C••lt_t_.., 
srARTS WEONESMf. ~BER 8TH AT A THEATER NEAR 'OJ 
. OiECKLOCAL NEWSF¥\PERS FOR THEATER LISTINGS 
t>aga 3 
S. ·a· ·1·,1·0·: ·r·s· ·.··s:.· :.. :.:1•x· -~~~1· ''&liii,~,o:.:-;· . . , .. ·1· .... 6 .. ·. · ." :'.. . . : :· - :· ·1~:1·:·\·. :_ >'·-'::· ... -~· 
By GREG WYCH 
""" .. .-porter 
·This' past weekend; Xavier's Sail-
Overall,' · · Gr~ham· ··averaged. an 
eighth ·ptace: finish; white Grell 
ing Club journeyed north to Ohio 
'--'--------------------.. State University, to face the finest 
· averaged· an eighth plac~·finish. i.n B 
races. John Dugan also skippered 
twice. . ·.. . · ·. 
Wl·nn' .1·n· g. seas··o··n· -.ends' 1·n v1·c. tory ~competition in the midwest,and ca e away with a solid sixth' place finish out of sixteen teams. 
Commodore Tim Grell termed the 
Ohio State Regatta as "a good time 
for all." He added that "we sailed 
pretty well" and was Hhappy" with 
the results. Xavier. took a total of 
thirteen racers. to Ohio State, and 
shuttled in enough bodies so that all 
but one member got into the· action. 
On Sunday, the air was shifty and 
heavy;_ ."on and. ofr'. according· to 
Grelt. The sailing· was the ,best that 
· Xavi~r has competed· against in re-By HAL FRANKE On Sunday, Nov. 22, the Muskies 
New• Spor" "•porter chaltenged Sinclair at home. Xavier 
T.he Xavier Universitybaseballer's lost the first game by a score of 4-3 
concluded the fall season by taking 3 as Sinclair managed to score two 
out of 4 games from Dayton's runs in the seventh inning. For the 
Sinclair College. . . Muskies, Jeff Whelan and Dave 
On Saturday, October 21st, the Ballman had two hits each. In these-
Muskies traveled to Howell Field in i;ond game however, the Muskies 
Dayton, to do battle. with the ·bounced back to have the final 
Sinclair team which had compiled a revenge. With the score tied 4-4 in 
10 and I record. In the fir~t game it the bottom of the seventh inning, 
was Jim Broxterman on the mound Xavier sent freshman speedster Rus-
for the "Big Blue," as he limited ty Staab to the plate. He quickly 
Sinclair to just two runs on five hits. singled and stole second. Freshman 
Xavier pushed five runs across the Pete Spoerl followed with a single of 
plate while going on to a 5 to 2 vie- his own, sending Staab to third. This 
tory. . . _ set the stage for junior Mark 
Sophomore Steve Dawes led the Hollstegge who promptly sent a 
Muskie hitting attack with a perfect sacrifice fly to deep center, scoring 
3 for 3 effort as five players collected Staab and the winning run. 
two or more hits for the Muskies. In Sophomore pitcher Jim Reider was 
the second game the Muskies offense all · the Muskies needed on the 
· really exploded as the team provided mound after the third inning, as he 
Sinclair pitchers for 15 runs on 15 shut Sinclair out with no hits in a tru-
hits. Freshman catcher, Tim ly outstanding performance. 
Nichting, paced the hitting with 4 With the final victory, the Xavier 
hits in 4 at bats, including a. triple baseball team ended its Fall season 
and 3 RBI's. Pitchers Hal Franke with a 13 and 6 mark. Five of the six· 
and Jim Clear held Sinclair scoreless losses were by one run and the other 
on just four hits. _loss was by three runs. The team 
compiled a .293 batting average 
while the pitchers limited the opposi-
tion to an average of2.8 runs a game. 
This record and the averages are. the 
best that Xavier ·has seen in the past 
three years, and it would appear 
that Xavier baseball is destined for 
greater heights. With a new coach, 
better hitting, better pitching, 
greater speed, and greater spirit than 
has been the case in recent years, it 
truly looks as if Xavier baseball wilt 
be something to watch during the 
coming Spring. 
Team Le1der1 
Batting Average • • 
Jeff Whelan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .397 
Tom Schilter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .396 
Mike Tinke ................ 364 
Dave Ba:tlman .............. 339 
Mike Marcinick ..... , . . . . . .333 
Pete Spoerl .......... ~ .. , . .324 
Rusty Staab ................ 319 
Pitching-Power Rating ~ . 
Mark Hollstegge .......... ·~ . . -3 
Jim Reider .. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . -2 
Hal Froute ......... ; . . . . . . . .. -2 
Ed Williams ....... : .......... +. 
Andv Dillman ... ,:; ........... +2 
Xavier started the Regatta off well 
·on Saturday when "A skipper" John 
Graham with crew Tom (De Veau) 
Higdon captured the very first race. 
cent years. . . 
. This weekend will be the mosfim-
portant in Xavier Sa:iting,: wit.h :the 
Area B Eliminations; The Area B's 
will be hosted by MiamiUruversity 
at Ohici Staie. These are the qualify-
• ing races for the Timme Angston 
Memorial . Cup . in Chicago, on 
Thanksgiving Day weekend for the 
mythical National· Sailing Team 
Championship. · 
No ''pinning" loss on·Cajts 
By MIKE O'REILLY Amigos, c:lespite. being in last· pl8ce, 
· have the 5econd place bowler, Frank 
Covone, who has a 169 average. 
Ray Wilpula, in helping the 151 
Bombers to move up two notches in-
the standings, captures the top 
scratch bowler honors with 6 points. 
The Rowdies also moved up, aided 
by Bob Galovic, who took the high 
individual · handicap title with 6 
points. · . 
The · Rowdies nailed down top 
scratch team honors with 6 points 
while the 151 Bombers were taking 
care of top team handicap honors 
also with 6 points. 
NTALK 
The· high individual categories 
were split by Wilputa and Galovic, as 
the former held ·both high scratch 
game and series marks with 184 and 
517 scores. Gatovic had high game 
and series under the handicap · 
headings with 228 and 658. 
The Rowdies captured three of 
. four team categories as they took 
·high team games·of 524 scratch and 
637 handicap and high scratch series 
F 
FINDI 
How the energy crisis chills your cbanees 
Are you getting ready to look for the perfect job? More 
power to you. Literally. You'll need it. America is having 
trouble finding the energy it takes to. make you a job. 
Led by American ingenuity, the world today works by 
harnessing plenty of energy. Thank goodn~. The alterna-
tive is human drudgery. Yet.because our system is energy 
intensive, a recent movement calls us wasteful. Our basic 
approach to using energy is wrong, say these zealots. Big 
is bad. Small is beautiful and the soft path (isolated, local 
energy systems-even individual ones) is what we need. 
<:;6uld you really depend on a windmill to power your 
hospital? How much steel could you make with a mirror 
in'your yard? · . 
A curious combination of social reformers, wildeme~ · 
fanatics and modem-day mystics has brought America's . 
energy development almost to its knees. They've stalled 
the nuclear approach and stymied coal. They've c_hoked . 
down natural gas exploration and hamstrung oil. Their. · 
love of exotic energy sources-sun, Wind, geothermal and · 
tidal action-will last only until"a few big 
projects get underway. Then, chances are 
they'll find a way .to turn them off, too. Our real 
energy crisis is a crisis' of common sense. · 
Our government seems,to ............ 
actually encourage this madness. 
Politicians entertain harebrained 
schemes to tax this, ban that, 
rig fuel prices and regulate their 
use. We've strangled the market. -
system, the only approach that 
can deliver as much of each kind 
of fuel as people choose to buy. 
There's a direct connection between 
finding more energy and creating more jobs. 
More of one makes more of the other. 
By the end of this century, we'll need 75% 
more energy than we're using today. 
Right now, 93,000,000 American men and 
women have jobs. Over the next ten years, 
. A 
we'll have to· create another 17,000,000 jobs for more 
AmeriCans, including you. 
Plain talk about ENERGY 
.We Americans already know how to solve the energy 
crisis. We have. the technology to reach . solutions. Yet · 
· each solution comes with its own set of p0litical problems. 
Natural gas milstn't cost too much. Offshore oil mustn't 
· spoil our beaches .. Coal mustn't rape the land or poison 
the air. The atom mustn;t threaten to destroy. us~ Energy 
· conservation .mustn't inconvenience people too much. · 
Fair epough~ ·But so far, we're -paying more attention 
·to the problems than we are to the energy itself. We've 
got to stop making every social goal ~n ideological crusade. 
We need to think things through and make rational trade-
offs if we're ever going to get those 17,000,000 new jobs. 
Next time some energy zealot crusades for an}'thing, 
test the crusade against this question: .Does it produce"-
or save:..... at least one Btu's worth of energy? If not, it won't· 
do a thing to help you get a job. 
Let u5 hear YOUR. plain talk about Jobs! 
Well send you a free booklet ff you ·do 
Does our message make sense to you? We'd like to 
know what you think. Your personal experiences. 
Facis to prove or disprove .our point. Drop us a 
line. We'd like your plain talk. 
For telling us your thoughts, we'll send you 
more information on· issues affecting jobs. Plus 
Armcosfamous handbook, How to.Get a Job. 
It answers 50 key questions you'll need to know. 
Use it to set yourself apart, above the crowd. 
Write Armco, Educational Relations Dept. U·2, 
General Qf!ices, Middletown, Ohio 45043: Be 
sure to include a stamped, self-addressed 
business-size env(!lope. 
'. . ARMCO v 
· of 1382. The 151 Bombers took the 
remaining team category with a ·1735 
handicap series score . 
Academic 
. from page ·1 
Madigan,· director of Urban .Af-
fairs, who will work with minority 
· .students. All four have an office 
. across from . the registrar in Alter 
Hall. "We have specific students who 
· are assigned to us, . but we are 
available to anyone who needs help," 
. Wessling stated. "For example, if an 
accounting major needs help and Dr. 
, Kumpf is not available, that person 
· is free . to come to me or any of the 
other counselors." · 
One of the. main goals of the uni-
versity;• according to· Arigilella, is to 
find a way offunding the .program. 
"Right now, . it .. is •an extra respon-
sibility of receiving· a foundation 
grant. If we c~njust get it started, the 
lower attrition rate which we feel will 
come from this program and the sub-
sequent increase in revenue°from tui-
tion will finance the program itself." 
· Looking into t~e future, Angilella 
· said he sees the program as, not tak-
ing over the •job of academic 
counseling, ·but supplementing the 
work thafis already •being done in 
. the departments ... Ideally I we would 
· . ·like to see possibly orie full-time per-
son and a person•who·is oriented to 
career planniJtg:arid plac~01ent as the 
core of the program~ But it. is es&en-
. . tial to use~ facufty members as 
·. counselors, . 6e~\lse -the more ~ per-
son is boupd up with the experience 
of teaching, the more he is in touch 
~it:'!_ acad!'f!iic J>roM~lllS.· ~ . 
. .. . <10,2sotopics. 
' .~·:~!id-~o~~Y. fory()ur up~to·dilte, 256· 
: · p~ge/f!lll! · order• catalog I ·Enclose 
:, $1~~,Jo .cove'r postige: &' handling. 
.. >Prqmprdellveiy. · · · ' ' 
·. ···.'./·!· -~::~ .~.::::~:<:· >. - ' . . . 
·. · .. :1tESEARCl:f ··ASSISTANCE;. INC. 
11.322 IDAHO AVE., #206EG 
LOS ANGEt:.ES; CALIF. 90025 
(213) 477-8226 
~ur rese~rch Pl~ers ar~ ~oid .· .. 
1 1 • ,,: , 1 l .;,f~] 1 )~, i•··· .. ,. forresearchpurp~a,~onJy. f::p ... ~
4
:""" __ ..., _____ ._..,.._ _________________ ._...,..., .. ....,...., ... _....,._..., .. ...,.,;,,;,,-....,;.-._...,..._ __ _.·' !·'!", """· .~.--"'!"!"'-, ,!'","'!
1
..,.."P"!"'!"""_._..,r 11' .... ., ..... 
Pholo coul1H1' of IPG"• lntorm•llon' 
Bottom (left to rtght) Peggy Price, Miry Beth Dlllhoff, Aprll 01 .. er, K1ren 
Rle1tenberg, Miry Beth Men•1;.Top (left to right) ROiie Flhey, Miry .Ann 
McKay, Mery leth Wolf, Helen Cl1rk, Tammy Thurner, C01ch Brockhoff 
Candidates from page 2 
trOduced in a bill earlier this year. He 
also supports a proposed amend~ 
ment. that' would specifically allow 
for reduced federal taxes, along with 
. reduced federal spending. . · 
Burke, on the oiher hand, believes 
he ·can offer first district voters a 
greater representative v.oice .. in 
Washington. Burke says he feels 
Gradison "represents the big 
business and special.interest groups 
of the district;" which, he adds, 
"leaves the rest of the people without 
adequate represeiltation."To reduce· 
inflation. and government spending, 
Burke supports strong federal civil 
services reform and greater develop-
ment of "sunshine" legislation that 
would eliminate "unnecessary" 
federal programs. Reducing infla-
tion, he says, will require someform 
of wage and price restraints. 
tain his Masters and Doctorate in 
· business from Harvard. He served in 
the Eisenhower Administration 
from 1953-57 and on Cincinnati City 
Council from 1961-74, includi~:}' . 
year as mayor in-1971. · . 
Burke, 30, is a 1970 graduate of 
Xavier University, where he served 
as student government president his 
senior year. He is also a graduate of 
the University of Cinc:iinnati Law 
School. . 
Burke has worked as a leglsiator 
assistant for their councilman Ger-
ald Springer and-special assistant 
for Ohio Con essman Tom Luken. 
Women's tennis· te:am finishes· . . . 
~ith a 4-3 winning record 
By MARY ANN MCKAY 
New1 Sporle lleporter 
The 1978 Xavier Wonien's Tennis 
Team completed its fall campaign 
with its first winning season in the 
sqaud's brief history. The team is 
'composed of seniors, Peggy Price, 
Mary Beth Wolf, and Mary Ann 
McKay; junior Helen Clark, Tammy 
Thurner; sophomores April Glaser, 
Mary Beth · Mendel, ·Mary Beth 
Dillhoff, Karen Riestenberg and 
freshman Rosie Fahey. They closed 
their season with a victory over 
Earlham to finish 4 and 3. 
Depth was a key factor in· this 
year's success with the team making 
important contributions in the vic-
tories over Mount St. Joseph, Tran-
sylvania, and Earlham. 
The highli,ght of _this year's season 
was a trip.to Notre Dame. Though 
they didn't come home vict.orious the 
Xavier women fared well m a losm~ 
effort to the Irish. Losses to Dayton 
and Northern Kentucky rounded 
out the fall schedule. 
Three four-year letter winners will 
be graduating from Coach Jim 
Brockhofrs team leaving liim with a 
young but experienced squad. 
ls.sued by XAVIER BOYD for Judge Committee 
Dave Flaspohler ·James Cafney ·Alvin Marrero· 
Jack Niehaus· Paul Simon·Tom Statmiller ·Terry Toepker 
Grad is on .is• skeptical about 
federal involvement· in financing 
health care and recently voted 
against- hospital cost-containment 
legislation-which he feels would 
have at once restrained hospital 
. prices and done nothing to limit the 
costs hospitals incur when purchas-
ing goods and services. 
Gradison does, however, favor 
federal and private initiatives in' 
aiding persons with catastrophic 
health care expenses. 
(____ -.. :::::. 
: Burke also does not support the 
current Kennedy national health in-
surance proposal, but he feels that a 
like proposal· might be viable . if it 
dealt with the national health 
coverage· problem in phases, over an 
ex~end~d period of time. 
·oradison, 49, received his B.A. 
from.Y~l~ ~nd J~~r.-~ent on to ob-
HMliAN MOTORe; INC •.. 
aeta MONTGOMl:IW ROAD 
.C:INCINNATI, 'OHIO ... ata 
•• , .•• oo . . ' 
10% OFF 
on all service and parts to 
. X.U: students and faculty 
with identification car~s. 
"This kind of work sure lf!-ak~s you· thirsty, doesn't it?" 
"1~· 
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Editorial Bo.ard takes a cOncre.te stand 
Seldom does anything so generally specific, so progressively 
regressive, so brilliantly dull, emerge on Xavier's campus as that high-
ly publicized campaign now underway to rename what Muskies 
through the ages have snickeringly referred to as "the Mall." 
Such an endeavor requires not only an absence of student apathy, 
but also intense student interest, concern and involvement. The Mall 
will not rename .itself. Within this context, the News· would 
formally-yet informally-like to join in the bibliophilic hubbub by 
offering its suggestion~ concerning this impellingly unnecessary 
matter. ·. 
The first of our journalistic proposals flows from out: executive 
editor, Barb Barrett. Say she: "I might be a bit biased, but I feel the 
Mall might best reflect the students themselves if it were named 'The 
Xavier News Mall.' But don't quote me on that.'' . 
Apparently quite elated with the· very idea of renaming the great ce-
ment slab, Managing Editor Peg-Connelly propounds: "Forget the 
Xavier News Mall. I want it to be renamed the Margaret J. ·connelly 
Memorial Mall. I've always wanted tobeconcretelyimmortalized." 
Taking a rather different approach, Associate Editor Glenn Feltz 
puts forth: "Personally, I don't think the renaming of the Mall will 
have any effect on the nuclear arms race." 
Having given the matter much reflec.tion, Contributing Editor 
Michelle Tocorzic says she believes "D' Artagnan would turn to stone 
if he could know what people are actually willing to rename this 
thing.'' 
News Advisor Dr. John Getz suggests simply: "The Martin 
Mull Memorial Mall," which seems to sit surprisingly successfully 
with students. 
And as for myself, the associate editor who is at this time attemp-
ting to make yours a more informed world through the power of the 
press, 1 would suggest: "Dana Gardens Gateway," as it appears a 
great majority of students proceed directly from there to that renown-
ed, off-campus establishment. 
Thus you have the full lack of our opinion here at the News.We felt 
it only our duty to comment on so important an issue. 
The· Apprentice 
seeks creations 
To The Editor: 
Alas and woe is me! Far too few 
magicians. have sent magic my 
way ... oh, where are the dreams, the 
incantations, and the potions; where 
are the fantasies, the spells; and the 
talismans; where are the enticements, 
the entertainments, and the 
enchantments? Did on one believe 
me when I wrote: "The 
Athenaeum is really your publica-
tion. All submissions; .. and support 
are appreciated and solicited from 
any and every source."? Or is it that 
the students, faculty, staff, and 
·alumni have lost interest in all that is 
magical, mystical, musical, or 
mythical? Oh, then woe are they! 
Perhaps you as editor of the 
Xavier News can answer a .few of 
these questions that have been 
· plaguing my brain for the la.st few 
weeks. Ah ... but you don't unders-
tand it either. If not you, then who? 
Perhaps it is the feeling of apathy 
among the students that keeps them 
away, though I sincerely doubt it. 
Who would be apathetic when they 
have a chance to be immortalized-
well, at least published? 
How I would love to help the 
young magicians in their first sol~ 
flight of magic! To see the way words 
dance across the page, how· music · 
permeates the language, how' 
laughter rises from the verse ... what 
would I give for such pleasures as 
these? I would give the sea with its 
foam topped waves, the sky black 
with night and dotted with diamonds 
of light, the earth wit)\ the warmth of 
brilliant autumnal colors-I would 
give it all. But, of course; I can't.give 
any of these things unless I have a lit-
Ue bit of magic. That's all I ask for. 
As'an apprentice, I can only publish 
that which I receive. Though the 
· magic be strong and the creations be 
true, nothing can be published ·in the 
literary magazine unless it comes 
· throuah the Apprentice (normally 
contacted through on campus mail 
c Io Athentieum, Rattermann 
House). That which will be publish-
ed in the first semester's issue should 
reach the. Apprentice on Friday, 
November. 10, which f hear is an 
evening of. Fantasy itself. But I've 
said this all to you, dear editor, in my 
previous letters..:'...what more can yo.u 
do? How else can you help? Can you 
possibly tell anyone else that all 
creations of a literary or an artistic 
nature will be considered seriously 





To the Ed'itor: 
On Sunday, October 8, the 
Brewers took a group of special 
children from Camp Stepping 
Stones to the Cincinnati Zoo. It was 
a very enjoyable learning experience 
.for both groups, who shared many 
laughs with each other. The parents 
.of the children were very happy that 
the Brewers took the time to work 
with these children. 
The Brewers are planning many 
other service activities during the 
school year and are asking that if any 
· students are interested in helping in 
any way, please feel free to come 
along. It will be a very rewarding ex-




To the Editor: . 
Has the Xavier News taken up the 
practice of endorsing candidates for . 
"RENAME THE MALL? 
WHAT.WAS IT NAMED INTHEFIRSTPLACE?" 
public office? If not, how do you ex-
plain the article on Tim Burke in 
your October 26, 1978 issue? 
By providing such publicity to a 
candidate during a campaign-everi 
is he is an Xavier graduate-a 
newspaper gives the appearance of 
an endorsement. Especially objec-
tionable was the oversized logo that 
accompanied the article. 
I hope the News has not aban-
doned its sense of fair play for an 
alumnus'. That. kind of activity 
smacks of amateurism. It is time for 
. the News to direct itself toward more 
professional journalism. Only then 
will it arouse the respect and 
credibility that it ha.s the potential to 
generate. · 
W. David Townsend 
Editor's note: The article on Burke 
and the accompanying logo did not 
co(lStitute an endorsement; but 




To the Editor: 
As the Xavier University Campus 
Campaign Coordinator I urge you to 
vote on Nov. 7 for the Democratic 
Candidate for Governor, Richard F. 
Celeste. 
Celeste has shown a wealth of ex-
perience not only encompassing his 
being a Rhodes scholar, but as an ex-
ecutive assistant to an ambassador, a 
member of the peace corp, a two-
term representative and Lt. Gover-· 
nor. 
He consistently strives to find ex- . 
act solutions to the problems that are·· 
confronting the State of Ohio 
without being ambiguous oi' 
irresponsible. At the same time his · 
basic character has shown through: a 
man of honesty, integrity, compas-
sion,, and vision. In the 1960;s we 
learned that .. one· man can make a 
. difference." For Ohio in 1978, one 
man can make a difference and will 




reacts to Hendrix 
To the Editor: 
Referring to ihe October 5 issue of 
Xavier News, I say the . staffers 
should ·compare their subject matter. 
How can the News publish an 'item 
on alcoholism problems at ~.:U (Page 
I) and also print Howard liendrix's 
"Night Moves; Morning: Sickness" 
tripe? The· reader can come to only 
one conclusiori: Hendrix is sick and · 
needs help for his drinking problem 
as soon as possible. Dana's would do 
him a service by booting him out the 
front door. 
· Sincerely, 
Mrs. F.X. Sphewegmann 
· wife of a.Xavier grad. and 
mother of a student 
Muskie def ends 
right todriJik 
To the Editor: 
. I am. writing in response to the 
letter in :your. OCt •. 26 issue titled, 
."Student Requests ·Alcohol Alter· 
native". MY reply. ii. an· eiiipliatic 
'NO": What. ii a ·Muskie if•nbt a 
drinker? What could be more fun 
than a party . wen· supplied with 
libations? Xavier bas bµilt a reputa· 
tion. on its dypsomania; :and to 
destroy this-because. iof ·a few 
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·A Modest Proposal for the Prevention o/HAB's from Being a Burthen to this llniversity 
. . . 
and for Making them Beneficial to the Public 
By ED HACKETT 
Newa Que1t Columnl1I 
Drunkenness may well be the great equivo-
ca,tion as Shake_speare's_porter suggested. But . 
for me its effects tend to be rather unpredic· 
table. A II I know is that I began to write an ar-
ticle while sipping on a lethal mixture of vodka 
and orange juice./ do not mean to claim that I 
was actually possessed by Mr. Swift's spirit-I 
may be convinced, but I know that alcohol can 
produce·dangerous illusions. A II/ !(now is that 
I found this proposal on my desk this morn-
ing. I leave it to the reader to decide how ii 
· came about: But, by all means, understand 
that I am not to be held responsible/or it. Nor 
do/ suggest my approval/or it bysubmittingit 
here. But, ·on the other hand, to withhold 
something that may have been.the result of ac-
tual contact with the spiritual world would ob-
viously be morally wrong. I there[ ore offer this· 
proposal as I found it: 
graduating each Year is offset by the Number 
of new HAB's, it is seen that they are and will 
remain a· Burthen to the University until 
Someone finds a Practical Use for them. 
I shall now therefore propose my own 
though(s, which I hope will not be liable to the 
least .Objection. 
I have been assured by a very knowing 
Chemistry Major from Logan Hall that a 
healthy young HAD could be converted. at 
minimal cost into usable Fuel in· order to 
provide Heat for the new MBA Building. 
I do humbly offer it to publick considera- · · 
tion that of the Twenty .HAB's, Five or Six 
could be re\!Crved for Breeding, which is more 
than we allow to Sheep, Cattle, or Swine. The 
Fourteen or Fifteen others could be offered to 
the Chemists for Conversion to Fuel.· 
Some Persons of a Desponding Spirit are in 
great concern about these HAB's and I have 
been desired to imploy my thoughts as to what 
Course may be taken, to ease the University of 
. It is a melancholy Object those, who walk so grievous an lncumbrance. But I am not in 
through this great Campus or travel through the foast Pain upon that matter, because it .is 
the Mall, . when they see the Classrooms very well known that the HAB's. will not 
crowded with these poor HAB's importuning provide any Useful Benefit for the University 
every Passerby with their foolish Concerns. as they have no possibility of Economic 
. It is agreed by all Parties, that this Prosperity in the Future, a part of which might 
prodigious number of HA B's is in the· present benefit the University in the name of an Alum-
deplorable state of the University, a very great ni Contribution. · 
additional grievance, and therefore whoever Beyond the obvious Advantage that my 
couldfindoutafair,cheapandeasymethodof proposai offers in terms of reduced 
making these HAB's sound and useful .maintenance Costs, there are other, although 
Members of the Student Body.would deserve perhaps lesser, Advantages. Any Person who 
so well of the publick, as to have his Statue. has ·attended a Class in Philosophy has 
replace D'Artagnan's on the Mall. witnessed no doubt how an HAB might upset 
It is pJainly seen by any worthy Person that the Efficiency of the Class with his troubling 
this great University intends to convert entire- Questions. The removal of the' HAB's from 
ly into a School of Business as this is eminent- these Classes would prevent Interruption of 
ly Practical and Beneficial for the Comm uni- the Professor. Also, this policy would serve as 
ty. However, preveniing this Conversion are ·a Warning to other liberal Arts Majors, if they 
two unavoidable ~ssues: Facilities for the feel.tempted to. be concerned with similar un-
Students of Business, and second, to devise a practical Pursuits . 
. practical and useful plan to dispose of the Another very practical Friend has suggested 
. HAB's as they are a constant Source of , that HAB's might, with proper treatment by a 
: Nuisance to the Forward Progress of the Un-. skillful Cook, be served as Food. This 
· iversity. Proposal has much to offer; however I dt> not 
The number of HAB's being usually reckon- consider it to be Practical in the end. The c,ost 
~e(l",fo'"be~·abourtwerity; with ·this 'Nuinbet:' ··of Sfoi'ing these HA B's in an Edible Condition 
remaining rather constant, as the Number would certainly be prohibitive, although I 
Xavier's musical ship. of fools, 
C.ommuniity Orchestra, thrives. 
By, BARBARA BARRETT. The group was formed in 1955 and some 14-
i i Editor 1n c11111 . : · \. ; ~ l . I 5 charter memtieni remain. "The clarinet sec-
... Put a blin'd woman and her dog in a theatre.: · tion tends to' hive a high turnover becaus.e 
Seat a wom~n who lias raised six children next' students'from the· Conservatory fill it, but.the 
to a pediatrician. Add a retired show saiesman; flute players are pretty stable ... four of them 
a chemist, & mailman, a few students and some have been around longer than I," said Com· 
lawyers. munity Orchestra President, Albert Friedel. 
Helen Kemp, who is also a member of "The 
What do you have? A cast for O'Neill's The Wise Sisters" choral sroup, said she'd hate to 
Iceman Cometh or Katherine Anne Porter's say how long she had been with the Comm uni-. · 
Ship of Fools? Wrong both times. It's the · · ty Orchestra. "At least fifteen years - my· 
Community·Orchestra. daughter used to play with us." 
Forthepasteightyears,thisoddassortment "Now I can do it; before I worked," said. 
of people have rehearsed on Monday nights, Bernard Kraft, a retired shoe salesman of 40 
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.; in the University years who joined the group five years ago. 
Center Theatre .. · · . The rehearsal opened with Concert Meister 
For them, it's a labor oflove. The union lets Conny Kiradiieff, CSO violinist, asking the 
the group exist for the practice of union members not to mark the rented scores and 
members. The three concerts they give per was punctuated by his commands; "More 
year are all free because they cannot afford to crescendo four bars before number two -
pay the union. · · would you mark that in _please .... The half 
notes should be held longer and should sound 
like de-da-de-da-dum-dum - mark them 
Plclured . above, left, 11 a bllnd vlollnl1t, who 
leam~ mu1lc from recording•. 
Thurld•!f, Nowember 2, 1171 
long." . · 
They were practicing, note-by-note, 
section-by section, Mussorgsky's "Tableaux 
d'une Exposition," a piece about "gargoyles 
and gnomes." 
Not all the members had arrived. "Where's 
number eight? Is she out?" Kiradjieff asked. "I 
don't know, but when she gets here the third 
trombone will be here,:' someone answered. 
During the lulJs in their sections, the first 
trombone worked a crossword puzzle while 
the second trombone read Standard Cobol, 
and the young cellist played jazz. 
At each bump-de-da-bump Kiradjiefrs 
stomach jumped. "'We're all swimming when 
we get to number seven," he said. "Fishing's 
the word," quipped someone from the trom-
bones. 
· They're . practicing for their Mariemont 
High School. Concert. It will be held 
tomorrow, Nov. 3, at 3 p.m .. They'll perform 
for Xavier sometime in March. But if you can't 
wait until then, you're welcome fo listen to a 
rehearsal. · 
By the way, they're looking for a viola 
player. 
could perhaps name a Certain Food Service 
that would be happy to serve them no matter 
·what Coridition they might be in. This and 
other Proposals might be considered at length, 
but these I omit, being studious of Brevity. 
I can think of no one Objection, that will 
possibly be raised against this Proposal that 
will simultaneously rid us of the Burthen of 
these creatures and provide Practical Benefits 
for the University. Therefore let no man speak 
to me of other Expedients: of returning the 
·University's former emphasis on Liberal Arts . 
·Education; of reasserting the University's 
. commitment to providing an excellent 
Classical Languages Program by granting a. 
limited Number of Scholarships to be offered 
for the Exculsive Use of the Classics Depart-
ment. 
Let no man talk to me of these and the like 
Expediants, till he has some Glimpse of Hope, 
Farmer's Almanac: 
that there will be some hearty and sincere 
Attempt to put them in Practice. 
But as to myseu;· Having been wearied out 
for many Years, with offering vain,. idle, 
visionary Thoughts, and at length despairing 
of Success, I fortunately fell upon this 
Proposal, which as it is wholly new, so it has 
sonwthing Solid and Real, of no Expense and 
littfo Trouble. 
I profess in the Sincerity of my Heart, that I 
have not the least personal interest in 
endeavoring to promote this necessary Work, 
having no other motive than the Publick Good 
of my University by lessening Costs, by im-
proving Efficiency. I have no Children who 
might become HAB's, by which I can propose 
to get a single Penny, the youngest being 
twenty-five years old, and my Wife past Child-
bearing. 
"HOW DO PRE-MEDS REALLY GET THEIR CATS?" 
Brlleggeman reflects on John Paul ll 
clave looking for a man who was in- Pope appealed to the. hearts of the 
volved in pastoral work and not a . crowd when he said, "I am speaking 
member of the Roman Curia. . to you in your," llnd then the Pontiff 
By ROBERT J, WILKJNG 
Newt Reporter 
"He is a man for our times," said 
Rev. Edward 8. Brueggeman, S.J., 
professor of theology, commenting 
on Karol Cardinal Wojtyla, now 
known to the world as Pope John 
Paul II. 
"We have a lot going for us," 
Bureggeinan said. "The Pope shows 
characteristics of toughness, and yet 
he has no fear calling. for change 
when he feels it is necessary. He is a 
great theologian and has a reputa-
tion among the Cardinals who 
selected him as being a holy man." 
He said that the Pontiff has a strong 
mental capacity and feels that his 
relatively young age and physical 
fitness are necessities for today's 
Church leader. At age 58, the Pope is 
the youngest leader of the CathoHc 
Church since Pius IX in 1846. 
Following a voting stalemate reworded himself to continue, "our 
betwee.n Cardinal Giovanni Benelli Italian language. If I make a mis-
of .Florence and Archbishop take, please correct me." 
Guiseppe Siri of Genoa, it was "He had to win the. hearts of the, 
agreed that a non-Italian would have ·Italian people," Brueggeman said, · 
·to be chosen. Cardinal Wojtyla was "and he won them in twelve 
then voted the most favored because minutes." 
of his pastoral likeness to Pope John Bueggeman noted that the Pope is 
Paul I and his involvements with known to be an independent thinker. 
Vatican II and the synods that were "I believe that he ·wm produce 
subsequently held. changes within the Curia and will try. 
Cardinal Wojtyla was i~troduced to internationalize it," he said. "This 
to the mostly Italian crowd at St. will win the support of the whole 
Peter's Square as the new Pope, and world, and even within Rome itself." 
then he spoke to the crowd from the "Even though he has an indepen-
. Loggi at St. Peter's. dent nature," Brueggeman said, 
"It was a fantastic speech which . "John Paul II has expressed a deep 
was presented . in impeccable des~re for collegiality between 
Ita'.i:tn," Brueggeman said. He noted himself and other leaders· of the 
t~'" at one point in hi~ speech, the Catholic Church. He 113i~ that the 
Pope realizes that he cannot fulfill 
his·duties on his own, and that he will 
need the assistarice of others; es-
pecially the Curia. · · · 
Brueggeman also said that John 
-Paul II will seek a greater. dialogue. 
between the Church and the rest of 
the world. "The Pope believes there 
must 'be dialogue between the 
. Church" and -.the whole world. He 
nows how.to present this dialogue, 
and has no fear in doi~g it." , · 
Brueggeman said' thilt he was not 
. surprised that a . non-Italian was 
chosen land believes that a Pontiff 
from· the Communist world will be a 
benefit to the Church. He said that 
the Pope understands the Church's 
situation under Communism and 
·has bee~ able to ,stand up to past 
pressure from the Polish govern-
menL · 
MANHATTAN llOUSE 
· Lounge and.Gam• Room · 
4201 Victory Pkwy. 
. (In the Parklane Apts.) . 
: TUES. NIGHT DISCOUNT 
· for all Xavier Students with ti).· 
. ~' The Cardinals went into the Con-
F acuJty Mountameeri.ng#3. 
from page 1 
doesn't leave time for anything else." 
He stated that Xavier has a respon-
·. ·sibj)ity to give attention to this 
· problem although he appreciated the · 
efforts of 'the . faculty development 
program. 
Knitter said he sees a need to have 
time to do research, to keep up with 
new reading material, and to attend . 
. professional meetings and conven-
tions. Overall Xavier must achieve a 
better balance between teaching and 
faculty development. 
According to Knitter, the ultimate 
goal is to produce b!!tter teachers. 
Stimulated by new ideas from out-
side sources, faculty members will be 
able to give more to their students. 
Knitter concluded, "It's· so impor-
tant for continued ·teaching ex-
cellence." 
Associate Professor of Biology, 
Dr. Stanley Hedeen said he agreed 
with the others that the course load is 
too heavy. He is teaching .14 hours 
this semester and "all 14 hours repre-
sent separate preparation. 1. don't 
have time to adequately prepare." 
Hedeen added that it's not possi-
ble to do research and teach at the 
the same time. He said he ·believed 
that sabbaticals are essential in pur-
suing research.· 
Discussing the weaknesses of the 
faculty development program, He-
l • 
. deen noted that most recipients only' / .i 
have three to 'six hours in released 
iime. This m~~ns they ;still have 
teaching responsibilities; the ability 
to research is restricted because the 
researchers can't go· out of town, and 
they don't have large blocks of un-
interrupted time to work within, ac-
cording to Hedeen. The result is in-
complete projects. Another problem 
is that projects must be approved by 
a committee. :'. 
When the program w~s establish-
ed in 1975, its goal wa,lto have every 
member participate within seven 
years. After four years, only about 
15 percent of the faculty have par-
ticipated, and · Hedeen said he 
beli.eves th.at most of the people who 
have applied would have done the 
work anyway. · 
To improve the program, Hedeen 
suggested the addition of total sab-
baticals in which the professor 
would receiye a salary equivalent to 
his ·teaching salary. The present 
system could remain. between these 
sabbaticals to keep the faculty 
member updated or to enable him to 
finish a project. · 
Not only would this improvement 
rejuvenate the teacher. and his 
classes, but according to Hedeen, "It 
will fulfill the goal of providing a 
place of learning for the communi-
ty." . 
Although he stated that "Xavier is 
primarily a teaching university," He-
deen said he sees a definite need to 
fulfill the traditional university goals 
of teaching and discovering new 
knowledge to be taught. 
Xavier's faculty development 
committee is currently evaluating 
the faculty development program. A 
follow-up story to this article will 
·appear in the News in a future issue. 
· .. ' 
Dorrt just reach for a beer. 
,.· ' I ... ., ..... 
